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Abstract-Cloud computing is an internet based
computing which enables sharing of resources .The
integrity of cloud data is uncertainity enables due to
hardware or software
failures and human
errors.Data owners and public verifier are allow to
efficiently audit cloud data integrity without
retrieving the entire data from the cloud server
.These are all
to be designed in many
mechanism.Public auditing on shared data stored in
the cloud is supported by novel privacy preserving
mechanism.we are using ring signature to audit the
correctness of shared data.

Index terms- cloud computing,privacy preserving,
public auditing shared data.
I.

modify the two different user in this way to protect
the confidential information for preserving identity
privacy from public verifier[8].
In this paper to solve the privacy issue on shared
data using novel privacy preserving mechanism.we
utilize the ring signature is used for homomorphic
authenticator so the public verifier is able to verify
the integrity of shared data without retrieving the e
ntire data from cloud[14]. Each block in the signer
identity is kept private from pubic verifier .If
further using batch auditing to support perform
multiple auditing task simultaneously.Oruta is
utilizing WWRL to preserve privacy of data from
public verifier.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud service is used for user efficient and scalable
data storage services.It is a lower marginal cost
then traditional approach[1].
Due to software or hardware failures and human
errors data stored in the cloud easily be
corrupted(or)lost[3],[4].Before any data utilization
the integrity of cloud data should be verified.The
entire data from the cloud for data correctness in
traditional approach example:RSA,MD5 several
mechanism have been designed to efficiently
perform integrity checking to allow not only a data
owner itself but also a public verifier[7]. A public
verifier is without downloading the entire data from
cloud is to perform integrity checking,which is
refered to as public auditing. Data is divided into
many small blocks .Each and every block is
differently signed by one of the two user.once the
user is modify the shared file,user must know
his/her private key.Inorder to public verifier
correctly audit the entire data using appropriate
public key to preserve identity on shared data is
failed during public auditing.several auditing task
are performed after public verifier who first learn
that Alice is a more important role in a group
because shared file blocks are always signed by

Alice.onotherhand this public verifier easily
reduce the eighth block it contained the higher
value of data because this block is continuously

Fig 1.Alice and Bob share a data file in the cloud
and a public verifier audits shared data integrity
with existing mechanism.

II.

SYSTEM MODEL

It involves cloud server group of users and the
public verifier. Original users,number of group
users are the two type of users in the group. First
original user create a shared data in the cloud and
the datas are shared into the group of users. Every
user of the group is allowed to access and modify
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the shared data[7].Third party auditor provide
expect data auditing services.A public verifier to
check the shared data integrity,public verifier sends
an auditing challenges the cloud server. Cloud
server response to the public verifier after receiving
the auditing challenges.Finally public verifier
verify the entire data.

of shared data without downloading the original
data fully.To further extend our mechanism is
support a multiple auditing task by using the
concept of batch auditing.so the public verifier
check the integrity of data in multiple auditing task
simultaneously.

MERITS
The public verifier is able to correct to verifythe
shared data integrity.During the process of public
auditing a public verifier cannot differentiate the
identity of signer on each block in shared data.

V.

Fig 2.our system model includes cloud server,a
group of users and a public verifier.
III.

EXISTING SYSTEM

The first step is the provable data possession(PDP)
mechanism to perform public auditing is to check
the data storage correctness in an server without
downloading the entire data. Moving a step
forward Wang et all that is (WWRL)is designed to
construct a public auditing mechanism for cloud
data,so that in the time of pubic auditing the
content of private data is belong to a personal user
is not disclosed to a third party auditor.Data is
divided into many small blocks each block is
independently signed by owner.A public verifier
could be a data user who would like to utilize the
owner data via cloud or TPA who can provide
expert integrity checking services.
DEMERITS
During the public auditing failing to preserve the
identity privacy on shared data .They do not
perform
the
multiple
auditing
task
simultaneously.This mechanism is only suitable for
auditing the integrity of personal data.
IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed survey to solve the privacy issue on
shared data.in this paper ,to produce a scheme
called Oruta in cloud computing.oruta is a novel
privacy preserving mechanism .we utilize the ring
signature to construct a
homomorphic
authenticator in orutascheme by using this public
verifier is able to verify the integrity or correctness

MODULES

The security and privacy for shared data in the
cloud using ring signature are consists of following
modules
1. Multi cloud storage
2. Ring Signature
3. Data Integrity
4. Third Party Auditor
5. Cloud user
5.1 Multi cloud storage
Each cloud admin consists of number of data
blocks.The user in the cloud upload the data into
multicloud.cloud computing is constructed based
on open architecture and interfere[10] .A multi
cloud allows client to easy acess their resources
remotely through interfaces[8].
5.2 Ring Signature
Ring signature to construct a homomorphic
authentication.so that public verifier is able to audit
shared data without downloading the entire
data,and yet it cannot differentiate who is the signer
on each block.Ring signature is computed by one
of the team member private key,but the verifier is
cannot able to identify which one this.
5.3 Data Integrity
Data Integrity is an essential in database similar
integrity of data storage in the cloud.The data
integrity provides the validity of data assuring the
consistency or regularity of the data. Data owner
and public verifier to efficiently audit cloud data
integrity without downloading the entire data from
the cloud server.
5.4 Third Party Auditor
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Third party auditor to verify the integrity of data
that data are stored in cloud. Trusted third party
view the user datas and upload into the distributed
cloud[11]. If any modification by cloud owner
message send to the third party auditor.Third party
auditor check the correctness of data stored in the
cloud.

5.5 Cloud User
A public verifier would be a data user who can like
to utilize the owner data via Tpa or cloud who can
provides the expert integrity checking services.[9]
VI.

THREAT MODEL

6.1Integrity Threats
There are two kinds of threads that are releated to
the integrity of shared data.First an opponent are
try to corrupt the integrity of shared data.Second
the hardware failures and human errors are the
cloud service provider may unintentionally .
6.2 Privacy threat
Each block the identity of the signer is shared data
are confidential and private to the group.the
process of auditing,a public verifier who is allow to
check the correctness of shared data integrity.
6.3 Design Objectives
6.3.1 Public Auditing
A public verifier without downloading the
entire data from the cloud is verify the integrity of
data stored in the cloud.
6.3.2 Correctness
A public verifier is needed to check the data
integrity.
6.3.3 Unforgeability
A valid verification metadata (signature) is
generated by each user in the group.
6.3.4 Identity privacy
During the process of auditing, A public
verifier cannot identify the signer identity on each
block in shared data

VII.

cannot identify whose one of the private key[13].A
ring signature and group of a users,a verifier not
able to differentiate the signers identity with a
probability greater than 1/a.this property used to
preserve the identity of the signer from a verifier.
7.2 Homomorphic authenticators
Homomorphic authenticator[10] is a basic tool is
used to construct a public auditing mechanism(if
user with a private key can generate a valid
signature.)
7.3 Algorithm
Three algorithms are keygen,ringsign and ring
verify
In keygen,his/her publickey
and privatekey is
generated for each user in the group.
Ring sign,in the group the user is able to
generate a signature on its block identifier and on a
block with his/her and all the group members
public key
In ring verify a verifier is to check whether a
given block is signed by a group member.
7.4 Support Dynamic operation
Group consists of number of user.each user in the
group to modify the data stored in the
cloud.dynamic operations are supported by the
oruta.insert,delete,update operations are included in
a dynamic operation[11].
When a user modifies a data stored in the
cloud.after the modifies data user needs to
recompute the signature,the content of the blocks
are not modified.
TABLE1

PRILIMINARIES

7.1 Ring Signature
The content of ring signature was first developed
by Rivest et al[28]in 2001.a verifier is convinced
that a one of the group member private key is
computed by using the signature but the verifier

7.5 Batch auditing
Public verifier needs to check the
correctness of data stored in the cloud .batch
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auditing is perform multiple auditing task
simultaneously and efficiency is improved.
We further extend oruta to support batch
auditing which means public verifier check the
integrity of data of multiple auditing task
simultaneously[14]. The TPA can combine their
queries and save in computation time.the
comparison function that compares the aggregate
authentication has a property that allows checking
multiple message in one equation.

VIII.

PERFORMANCE

First we analyse the communication cost and
computation cost of Oruta and then evaluate the
performance[12].

8.1 Communication cost
The two aspects are introduced for Oruta in
communication cost they are auditing proof and
auditing challenges.In auditing challenge{j,y}€ the
communication cost is c(|q|+|n|)bits where |q| is the
length of element.

without downloading the entire data from cloud
and it is refered to as public auditing.
The mechanism is only suitable for audit the
integrity of personal data. The original and the
accurate file is added with a randomly value check
blocks called sentinels.BLS signature is built from
first scheme and pseudo random function is based
on second one.To support an dynamic data
presented an Provable data Possession mechanism
based on its symmetric key and this mechanism can
help to update the data and to delete the data and
one main reason is to the insert operation are not
available in this mechanism. The public mechanism
developed by Wang et alare able to preserve the
user confidential data from a public verifier.In
addition ,to operate multiple auditing tasks from
multiple user efficiently , they extend their
mechanism to batch auditing by using signature.
Wang et al describes as the
homomorphic tokens to show codes based on data
distributed on different server.this mechanism is
not able to support dynamic data ,to identify
misbehaved server also. Compare to previous work
this mechanism is to avoid the high decoding
computation for data user and is to save
computation resources for the online data owner in
that time repair.
X.

8.2 Computation cost
In an auditing task, the public verifier are generate
a random value to construct an auditing
challenges,that only introduce a small cost in
computation.the after received the auditing
challenges.to compute an auditing proof
{λ,µ,ø,{idj}j€j .to check an auditing proof for an
verification.
TABLE2
Performance of auditing
System
K=100,d=10
Parameters
Storage usage
2GB+200MB(data
+ signatures)
Selected block c
460
300
Communication
14.55 KB
10.95
cost
KB
Auditing Time
1.94s
1.32s

IX.

RELATED WORK

Provable data possession(PDP) developed by
Ateniese et al,allows a verifier to identify the
correctness of shared data and data stored in server
.By utilize the RSA based homomorphic
authenticator the verifier is able to audit the data

CONCLUSION

In this paper ,we propose oruta , a privacy
preserving public auditing mechanism for shared
data in the cloud.to construct an homomorphic
authenticator by utilizing ring signature.so that a
public verifier is to auditing the shared data
integrity without retrieving the entire data ,and it
cannot differentiate who is signer on each block.we
extend our mechanism to support batch auditing of
verifying multiple auditing task.
XI.

FUTURE WORK

our future work there are two interesting problem
will continue to study for future work. One is
traceability,which mean group manager ability our
future work is how to prove data freshness while
still preserving identity privacy.
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